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Congratulations! You have joined an elite circle of revolutionary business leaders who recognize
that office teams all around the globe are working differently, by turning to virtual productivity
and management solutions faster than ever anticipated. Businesses transitioning NOW are way
ahead of the game. Virtual workflow is no longer a luxury, it's a necessity. Just look at the number
of organizations seeking flexible "work from home" staff to manage anything from operational
administration to social media management to Board Liaising. Why? Sometimes, it’s due to
geographical proximity; especially in more isolated communities, or places that have frequent
“weather events”. Other times, people have so many conflicting priorities, that working virtually
simply makes sense.
But, what's the real reason that a virtual
workflow solution is better? Like you,
company Management acknowledges
that the cost associated with hiring
traditional full-time, in-house staff has
become exorbitant. Hidden, fully-loaded
fringe benefits are soaring higher and
higher every year, sometimes exceeding
30% to 50% OVER and ABOVE paid
salaries. Costs that you, as an employer,
have to pay. Add to that office space,
equipment and supplies, insurance, sick
time; the list is endless.
Worry no more! Working in a V2B relationship simply offers a better, budget-friendly way to plan
and execute essential time-sensitive projects while increasing all-around productivity. And
BONUS; there is no lengthy, expensive recruiting process!
What is a Virtual Associate?
A neutral, independent expert who effectively manages routine tasks or special projects for
others while facilitating value-added productivity. Although their work environment may be
detached, they perform efficiently and enhance processes through commitment and
demonstrated leadership capabilities that align with the client’s goals and mission.
Wow! Who wouldn't want to have that on their team! Never the less, the current broad
perception of the benefits a virtual collaboration can provide, beyond a task-based focus, may
be behind management reluctance to take the plunge. After all, interacting with someone you
may never meet face to face, have them take on part of a vaguely urgent task, project or shifting
program, with no clear idea of the expected outcome, seems risky.
News flash; an exceptionally skilled, professional, virtual associate has a very clear vision of how
they can contribute to a company’s success over and above anyone’s greatest expectations.
The role exists to facilitate productive and cost-effective capacity that supports delivery of the
best possible results for organizations.
So, if you're ready to dive into the V2B world, let's get started!
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STEP #1: Who, What, When, Where and Why?
Let's begin by examining your business or departmental priorities to determine which areas have
projects or tasks that need to be accomplished NOW, but no staff capacity to take them on.
Take a look at what's coming down the pipeline. Where are workflow gaps and why? How is it
going to get done? When are you going to be able to focus on the priority of growing the
business?
Here are 35 tasks and projects that can be assigned to a virtual associate TODAY:

budgets
objective monitoring
cash flow mgmt
accounting
investments

BOD liaising
agenda prep
meeting packages
minutes
policy/procedure
Board
Governance

Operations

social media
websites
e-newsletters
annual reports
media liaising

Communications
Communications

Administration

BUSINESS
BUSINESS

Customer
Care

Regulators

Customer Care

CRM
call centre
troubleshooting
order taking
return processing

scheduling
presentations
meeting prep
data entry
reception

Suppliers

Compliance reports
fiduciary tracking

sourcing
invoicing
ordering
inventory
shipping

grant reporting
government relations
quality control

Good News! There are virtual support specialists out there just
waiting to dive into your business! And they're only a click away...
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STEP #2: Build Your Virtual Team
“Virtual team”? What does that mean?
According to Wikipedia, it’s “a group of individuals
who work together from different geographic locations
and rely on communication technology such as email,
FAX, and video or VOIP services in order to
collaborate”. Thanks to the global proliferation of fiber
optic technology, any organizaton, large or small, can
procure the best talent and put together an incredible
virtual team without geographical restrictions. Pretty
amazing when you think about it.
OK, you’re busy. So much so in fact, that perhaps what’s really holding you back from checking
out an Online Business Manager or Virtual Assistant has more to do with pre-conceived jitters.
Maybe you’re overwhelmed and uncertain of where to start gathering your team. Or maybe you
suffer from the dreaded “what if?” syndrome. Let me reassure you, these are valid worries; but not
insurmountable. Here’s why.
In the nearly 5 years since I first started VWS and built my brand, I haven’t been in the same room
with ANY client more than half a dozen times. Yup, we’ll work together for months before we ever
consider meeting in person, if at all. Our working relationships are successfully built via email,
conference calls and the occasional Skype, Google Voice or other VOIP service call.
How is that possible? Because I am a professional virtual specialist, who has already conquered
the tech-dragon. I've supported the success of corporate and NFP Board Chairs, CEOs, EDs and
Senior Managers for over 25 years. The rai•son d'ê•tre for my business is to make sure client
projects run smoothly and efficiently at all times. I continually upgrade tricks of the tech trade that
enable me to stay on top of my game.
Believe me when I say that your
ideal V2B partner is out there,
waiting to help you take your
business to the next level. One who
will breeze through overseeing
administration or projects, or
design brilliant communications
solutions for your organization. Not
just as a remote extension of your
office, but as an integral team
member.
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STEP #3: Let's Talk Tech
Hearing “IT investment” can send shivers down anyone’s spine. Where do you even start to
figure that piece out? What will it cost? Will training time negatively affect current businessrelated productivity? Let’s face it, you should be familiar with a few bits of key communications
software. But that’s it. Once you have right virtual specialists gathered on the bus, your team will
seamlessly work in the background, so that you can focus on the bigger picture and grow the
business.
Some of you may remember, that at the beginning of the tech era, everyone used the buzz word
WYSIWYG. Marketers over-used it in an effort to convince buyers that the technology they were
about to spend a fortune on was going to be a breeze to learn. Unfortunately, not many
programs back then were user-friendly.
But, 30 years later, the readily available software and cloud-based programs you're going to
need are easy to understand, adaptable, convenient and cost-effective. The biggest decision
will be matching the right program to needs. Those tools that will facilitate communications to
manage projects when your team isn't in the same physical space. Why? Virtual workflow! Here
are the top 3 efficiency areas you need to consider, along with a few suggested programs.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Teamwork - track and collaborate on
one or several projects from start to
finish. Milestones, risks, stand-alone
billing and integrative invoicing.
Asana - simple, straightforward, flexible
and responsive task management,
especially if you feel the need to keep
track of everyone (not in a micromanaging way; collaboratively).
Integrates with other programs in the
toolbox, like Google Drive or Dropbox.
ONLINE COMMUNICATION:
Slack - gives everyone a shared, organized, virtual workspace that promotes real-time team
member connection in spite of geographic differences.
Skype - for video and audio calls, exchange chat messages, group calls. Integrates with Slack.
VIDEO CONFERENCING:
Zoom - 2 to 2 hundred or more team members can see, speak and share with this reasonably
priced, real-time collaborative conferencing platform. Need to present training or a webinar? No
problem! Exceptional video quality.
Office 365 - online multi-party HD video and audio meetings, "it feels like working together face
to face, virtually anywhere".
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STEP #4: RFPs, Proposals, Fees and Contracts
First and foremost, remember this; you are contracting services, not hiring a remote
employee. It's important to recognize that distinction from the outset so that the working
relationship begins on a positive note and develops with mutually beneficial results.
RFPs:
Now that you're getting your ducks in a row, it's time to issue an RFP (request for proposal).
Writing one isn't complicated, but does require a little finesse to ensure that your efforts
produce viable bids. Before you start, it's important to determine what you're looking for
upfront; specialized services or a bucket list of tasks, fast turnaround at low cost or a definedterm/fixed price project. An uber-efficient Board Liaison, developing user-friendly, digital
meeting packages? A gate-keeping Virtual EA? A content creation Copywriter who can recite
brilliant meme quotes? A PR Agent who will start the best buzz ever? A digital Marketing Guru
delivering SEO execution strategies to put your digital footprint center stage? The remarkable
urban Techie and lover of all things windows/android OR mac/iOS? Lucky for you, they're out
there! Just make sure your expectations are feasible.
For example, insisting someone provide effective overall administrative support management
for only 4 hours a month isn't reasonable, and you'll be disappointed with the results. Spend
time thinking about your budget vs. expectations before posting, otherwise, you might
receive bids that are of no value, or no bids at all.
Finding Your Match:
There are numerous virtual placement agencies across
the country, providing ideal freelance contractors on a
long-term or ad-hoc basis. The cost and time savings,
compared to that of a lengthy, exhausting recruitment
process, is remarkable. They can post your RFP and
review the proposals (for a fee), or you can have them sent
directly to you. There are also many off-shore companies,
with skilled individuals, offering virtual support and
project management. Beware; language barriers and
conflicting hours of operation may become problematic. A
good place to start the search is to type "Virtual
Assistance" into your browser. Or, contact Virtual
Workflow Solutions and we'll help you with your search.
The Anatomy of a Proposal:
Let's face it, bids will come in all shapes, colours, and sizes. Don't expect a résumé, because
again, this isn't an employee recruitment exercise. A great proposal is concise, outlining the who,
what, when, where, why and how much it's going to cost within 2-3 pages. That's it.
On the other hand, a badly written, vague, grammatic nightmare is a good indication that the
service may not be up to snuff. Walk away. Period.
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Contracting Time, Fees and Terms of Payment:
When virtual associates say they'll work on an hourly
basis, it doesn't necessarily mean that after toiling for a
few weeks they send you a bill and hope to get paid.
In this shaky economy, that wouldn't make sense.
Today's professional, solopreneur, Online Business
Managers and VAs typically work via retainer,
calculated by multiplying the number of negotiated
weekly or monthly hours by their rate. Just like a
lawyer, a percentage is paid up front or a full cycle in
advance before work begins. Invoices are submitted
on a mutually agreed upon schedule, with the hours
accrued against the retainer. Social Media managers
and creative specialists, working on an ad hoc basis, usually charge per project, billing a
percentage up front, partial payment halfway through and the balance upon delivery. Pretty
simple, and quite frankly, fair.
Working this way guarantees a set number of hours or days dedicated to working on your
docket.
Another important point; unlike salaried staff, virtual freelancers are responsible for their own
expenses and overhead. Here's an important tip: it's highly recommended that invoices are upon
receipt or soon after. Otherwise, you may be posting an RFP and scouting for someone else's help
again.
Contracts, Best Practices and Confidentiality Agreements:
Once a final, qualified contender has proposed a working agreement at an acceptable price and
you are confident that a collaboration is feasible, they are responsible for providing an
Independent Contractor Agreement, which clearly outlines their intent.
Details and clauses should include; scope and clarification of who will be doing the work, duties,
retainer and/or package rates, timelines, material and content ownership, payment terms,
termination clause, successors and assigns for disaster contingency planning, legal notices (form
and addresses), what happens in the case of future contract modifications, enforceability and
indemnification.
My company, Virtual Workflow Solutions also outlines Policies, Terms and Best Practices with
every client contract detailing our cybersecurity, turnaround time, status reporting, incidental
expenses, systems, software and processes, transitioning protocol and our code of ethics. It's
important to make sure everyone is on the same page about all issues, big and small.
The final essential document is a signed Confidentiality Agreement, provided by the contractor.
Read everything very carefully and make sure you feel comfortable before signing because the
final contract is legally binding.
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STEP #5: Ready, Set, GO!
Kickoff Calls:
Now it's time to have a less formal chat via audio or video conference call. If your new service
provider hasn't invited you to one, then go ahead and request it. Make sure to include any other
relevant stakeholders. The agenda should include, at the very least, a scope of work recap,
timelines, challenges, roles and responsibilities, action items and next steps.
Regular communication is key to any successful relationship, so be open to taking the time to hop
on a routine update call, so that everyone is kept in the loop. Oh, and don’t expect a virtual team
associate to be available 24/7. On the other hand, they should definitely be responsive during
contracted hours.
Once the virtual team gets in sync, you'll discover
that a broad range of versatile, value-added tech
skills, specialties and traditional task management
proficiencies may be available right at your
fingertips such as:
email management
online course creation
podcast setup, management, content
creation
social media management
travel arrangements
online product launches
blog post content copy writing and design
graphic designers
coding
virtual reception
customer email response
travel reservations
appointment scheduling and coordination
client follow up
accounting/bookkeeping
report generation
data input
calendar management
sales calls
transcription/meeting minutes
A Final Word:
The truth is that most business transactions are conducted via email these days, and the majority
of professional relationships are virtual. Think of the relationships you have with your accountant,
lawyer, insurance agent or stockbroker. How many times have you really met with them face-toface? At the end of the day, it really doesn’t matter where anyone is located, as long as you trust
the working relationship.
Maybe it's time for your business to lean into working with a virtual team.
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About Virtual Workflow Solutions
CONNECT | COLLABORATE | CREATE | CONQUER
Virtual Workflow Solutions is a Canadian-based V2B service provider specializing in online Board
of Directors liaising, operational administration, and communications solutions through a better
model of online business productivity efficiencies.
We devise flexible, targeted client solutions with high-speed turnaround to keep rates as low as
possible and save clients time and money. Online, on time, on budget!

Devoted to improving profitability, and making you
look great in the process. Guaranteed cost-effective,
V2B service solutions that deliver outstanding results,
because your success is our success.
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